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Abstract 24 

Membrane fouling is closely related to the concept of critical flux. Therefore, a fouling control 25 

stategy for forward osmosis (FO) membranes that is based on the critical flux is necessary. This 26 

study systematically investigated the critical flux behavior of FO membranes (CTA and PA-TFC) 27 

in the short-term using a stepping method (draw solution (DS) concentration stepping). In addition, 28 

to test the reliability of this method, long-term experiments were conducted to evaluate the 29 

influences of operational critical flux on the fouling behavior (sustainable operation and fouling 30 

reversibility/irreversibility), thereby determining the critical flux for reversibility. Our results 31 

showed that the DS concentration stepping could be applied for critical flux determination in FO. 32 

Both membranes exhibited higher critical flux values for alginate fouling compared to other single 33 

foulants such as colloidal silica or gypsum. The values were 15.9 LMH for a cellulose triacetate 34 

membrane (CTA) and 20.5 LMH for the polyamide thin-film composite (PA-TFC). Whilst these 35 

values should be adequate in FO applications they were determined for single foulants. The 36 

presence of multispecies of foulants caused a significant decline in the critical flux values. This 37 

study found 5.4 LMH for the CTA membrane and 8.3 LMH for the PA-TFC membrane for the 38 

combined foulants of alginate + gypsum. This indicates that the critical flux behavior in FO was 39 

dependent on the foulant type and membrane type. Importantly, 98-100% restoration of water flux 40 

was achieved with the PA-TFC membrane at an operation either close to or below critical flux (i.e., 41 

in case of negligible fouling), except for the combination of alginate-combined colloidal silica. The 42 

critical fluxes for reversibility obtained in this study will aid the efficient operation of practical FO 43 

processes. 44 

 45 

Keywords: Critical flux; Single foulant; Combined foulant; Forward osmosis membrane; Critical 46 

flux for reversibility. 47 
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1. Introduction 48 

Forward Osmosis (FO) is an osmotically driven membrane process in which water is transported 49 

from low osmotic pressure (feed solution) to high osmotic pressure (draw solution) across the 50 

semipermeable membrane through the action of a chemical potential gradient [1]. Hybrid FO 51 

processes have recently emerged as possible systems for the simultaneous treatment of 52 

impaired/reclaimed water and seawater for reuse [2] [3] [4] [5] since standalone FO process cannot 53 

economically achieve either water treatment or desalination of seawater. These hybrid processes 54 

can bring many advantages regarding the energy consumption and the water quality: i) decrease of 55 

desalinated energy cost because seawater is diluted before entering RO desalination, ii) reduction 56 

of the fouling propensity of the RO stage through pretreatment of impaired water; (iii) a multi-57 

barrier protection is established to improve contaminant removal; thereby giving opportunity for 58 

safe and high-quality reuse of impaired water [5] [6] [7]. In detail, complex wastewater (i.e., raw 59 

sewage, primary effluent, secondary effluent, biologically treated wastewater effluent) can be 60 

directly pre-treated by FO process (i.e., pre-treated wastewater or pre-concentrated wastewater) 61 

and subsequently potable water can be produced by combining with a draw solute recovery process 62 

(i.e., reverse osmosis or membrane distillation) [8] [9]. Despite less impact of fouling compared to 63 

RO (i.e. due to the absence of hydraulic pressure) the performance and large-scale implementation 64 

of FO process can be significantly affected by fouling [10]. The fouling, or to be more precise, the 65 

flux decline occurring with an FO membrane is generally considered to be less severe than that 66 

with a RO membrane. This has been attributed by some to the absence of applied hydraulic 67 

pressure; the foulant layer on a FO membrane is said to be looser whereas that on an RO membrane 68 

is said to be more densely compacted [11]. On the other hand others have found no difference in 69 

flux decline between FO and RO fouling, and attributed this to the low starting flux which was said 70 

to be below the critical flux [12]. Others have specifically suggested that foulant layer compaction 71 
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is physically related to water flux not hydraulic pressure [13] ADD [new ref]. Three major types 72 

of fouling occur in the FO membrane: (1) organic fouling caused by macromolecular organic 73 

compounds as polysaccharides, protein, and humic acid; (2) inorganic fouling involving the scaling 74 

with the crystallization of sparingly soluble mineral salts and colloidal fouling with the deposition 75 

of particles; (3) biofouling from bacteria attachment [14]. 76 

 77 

Membrane fouling is closely related to the concept of the critical flux, which was originally 78 

introduced by several authors [15] [16] [17], who reported: “below the critical flux, fouling occurs 79 

insignificant, whereas, above the critical flux, fouling becomes more severed”. Therefore, the 80 

critical flux concept has been widely introduced to the full range of pressure-driven membrane 81 

processes, including microfiltration (MF) [18], ultrafiltration (UF) [19] [20], nanofiltration (NF) 82 

[21] [22] and even in RO [23] [24], to control fouling in desalination and water treatment processes. 83 

An operation below a critical value, called critical flux (where the distinction is between no fouling 84 

and fouling) or threshold flux (where the distinction is between low fouling and more extensive 85 

fouling) is favorable to the control of membrane fouling and thus the maintenance ofsustainable 86 

operation [25]. Membrane fouling comprises reversible and irreversible fouling, the difference 87 

being based on the degree of attachment of foulants to the membrane surface. This is a vital 88 

assessment to quantify the fouling propensity as well as the potential recovery of water flux. A 89 

sufficient shear force (i.e., physical flushing) can be used for the removal of reversible fouling but 90 

this is not the case with irreversible fouling. Numerous authors have investigated the fouling 91 

reversibility of FO under various scenarios: single fouling (i.e., alginate [26] [27], colloidal silica 92 

[26] [27], gypsum scaling [14] [28] [29], combined fouling (i.e., alginate + colloidal silica [27], 93 

alginate + gypsum scaling [14]), different membrane types [28] [30], and operating condition (i.e., 94 

effect of applied hydraulic pressure [27] [31]). Their results indicated that a higher restoration of 95 
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water flux is obtained with single foulants. Nevertheless, the effect of various initial fluxes 96 

(achieved by varying DS concentration) on the fouling reversibility has not been fully explored 97 

yet. The critical flux for reversibility has previously been introduced for pressure-driven process; 98 

efficiency and economical operation are favoured by operation below this value [32]. Thus, this 99 

concept is also expected to be applicable in FO membrane processes. To determine the critical flux, 100 

several methods can be used: flux–pressure profile, flux stepping, flux cycling, mass balance, and 101 

fouling rate analysis [32]. In particular, the stepping method is commonly used in pressure-driven 102 

membrane processes for critical flux determination, in which either the transmembrane pressure 103 

(TMP) or the flux is increased stepwise, and the response (either flux or TMP) is observed [32] 104 

[33]. 105 

 106 

Nevertheless, hitherto, little attention has been directed to the role of the critical flux of osmotically 107 

driven processes (FO) in controlling membrane fouling compared to that of pressure-driven 108 

processes (RO, NF, and UF). For instance, several authors have investigated the critical flux 109 

governing the fouling in the FO membrane through observations and experiments (Table 1) [34] 110 

[35] [36]. These studies have not systematically investigated the various fouling scenarios essential 111 

for applications such as the simultaneous treatment of impaired water for reuse and seawater 112 

desalination. In addition, past studies have focused on studying the commercial membranes 113 

principally those with low tomoderate permeability from HTI (i.e. their, cellulose triacetate (CTA) 114 

and thin film composite (TFC)). However, a newly developed polyamide thin-film composite (PA-115 

TFC) from the Toray company was recently introduced as a potential candidate for the practical 116 

application due to its high permeability [37] [38] [39]. Therefore, a comparison of critical flux 117 

behavior between the former and latter membrane is essential to aid membrane selection. 118 

Moreover, as aforementioned, critical flux for reversibility is definitely beneficial but previous 119 
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studies (Table 1) have not performed the essential long-term evaluation. Therefore our work 120 

included a systematic study on the critical flux behavior in longer term operation whilst also 121 

comparing: CTA from HTI Company with PA-TFC membrane from Toray Company.  122 

 123 

As mentioned above the stepping method is well known for the characterization of critical flux in 124 

pressure-driven processes. This was adapted for the current study. Instead of using pressure 125 

stepping (or flux stepping), the draw solution (DS) concentration stepping method (0.25–3 M) was 126 

used for the critical flux determination in various FO fouling scenarios under the short-term test. 127 

Moreover, to test the reliability of the DS concentration stepping method in this study, an essential 128 

investigation of the sustainability of the water fluxes was also performed in a series of long-term 129 

tests. These were run to determine membrane fouling behavior above the determined value of 130 

critical flux, at critical flux, and below critical flux. Additionally, in the current study, to solve the 131 

gap of the previous studies as mentioned beforehand, an assessment of the fouling reversibility 132 

around critical flux conditions was also made in order to determine the critical flux for reversibility. 133 

 134 

 135 

 136 

Table 1. Summary of previous studies related to critical flux in FO membranes 137 
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 138 

 139 

 140 

 141 

2. Materials and methods 142 

Test method Application Foulant Membrane Results Reference 
Fouling 
surface 
coverage using 
direct 
microscopic 
observation 
through the me 

Membrane-
based 
seawater 
desalination 

Latex 
microparticles 
(3 µm) 

Cellulose 
Triacetate 
(CTA) flat 
sheet 
membrane 
(HTI) 

FO critical flux for latex 
filtration was 
approximately 28 LMH.  
AL-FS orientation more 
fouling resistant than 
AL-DS. 
Feed spacer was able to 
considerably enhance 
initial flux and critical 
flux in FO (> 52 LMH) 

[34] 

Stepping 
method: 
Flux stepping 
(concentration 
stepping) 

Membrane-
based 
microalgae 
filtration 

Microalgae 
100 mg/L 
 

Cellulose 
Triacetate 
(CTA) flat 
sheet 
membrane 
(HTI) 
 

FO critical flux was 
between 9.3 and 15.5 
LMH. Stable flux can be 
obtained by operating 
below the critical flux. 
Fouling was more 
severe and less 
reversible due to the 
presence of divalent 
ions (Mg2+). 
A higher critical flux of 
21 LMH was obtained 
with spacers in the feed 
channel 

[35] 

Long-term 
test: Flux 
decline 
observation  

Membrane-
based 
seawater 
desalination 

Humic acid: 
200 mg/L 
Alginate: 200 
mg/L 

Cellulose 
triacetate 
(CTA), 
thin-film 
composite 
(TFC) FO 
membrane 
(HTI) 
and TFC 
FO 
(Porifera 
Inc.) 

Low-fouling behavior 
observed in FO (AL-
FS), while operating at 
lower permeation of 10 
LMH. 

[36] 
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2.1. FO membranes and characterization 143 

FO membranes used in the current study include the CTA membrane from Hydration Technologies 144 

Inc., USA and a PA-TFC membrane from Toray Chemical Korea Inc., Korea. The CTA membrane 145 

was fabricated from cellulose acetate embedded in a polyester woven mesh [14]. Meanwhile, the 146 

PA-TFC membrane consisted of a selective polyamide active layer formed by interfacial 147 

polymerization on top of a polysulfone porous substrate [39]. Prior to experimental use, the FO 148 

membranes were soaked in deionized (DI) water and stored at 4 °C. For the membrane 149 

characterization, a cross-section of the pristine membrane was used to determine its thickness and 150 

the membrane morphology was analyzed using a high-resolution field-emission gun scanning 151 

electron microscope (FE-SEM), LEO Ge- mini 1525 (Carl Zeiss). The contact angle, determined 152 

using the sessile drop approach (Kruss G10 goniometer, Kruss, Germany), was used to characterize 153 

the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity. The roughness of the membranes was determined using atomic 154 

force microscopy (AFM). To measure the A, B and S parameters, this study followed the 155 

procedures of the previous works [38] [40]. In detail, water permeability (A) and solute 156 

permeability (B) were determined using a pressure-driven filtration unit whilst structural parameter 157 

(S) was defined using an osmosis-driven filtration unit. For the permeability test, a stable water 158 

flux was obtained after membrane compaction test (10 bar) using DI within 2 hours. Afterwards, 159 

under an applied hydraulic pressure of 10 bar with 2000 ppm NaCl solution, water and solute 160 

permeability were determined by measuring the mass of permeate and NaCl rejection. For osmosis-161 

driven filtration unit, water flux was measured in FO mode with DI (feed solution) and NaCl 162 

solution as draw solution (with concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 M). The S parameter was 163 

calculated from the data, the pre-determined A and B values, following the equations given in a 164 

previous study [40]. 165 
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The specific properties of the membranes including water permeability (A), solute permeability 166 

(B), thickness, hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, surface roughness, are detailedin Table 2. The 167 

average roughness of PA-TFC and CTA are 50.5 mm and 23.9 nm, respectively, suggesting that 168 

the PA-TFC membrane has a rougher active layer surface. The lower contact angle of the PA-TFC 169 

indicates a more hydrophilic surface.  170 

Table 2. Specific membrane properties 171 

Properties CTA  PA-TFC 
Membrane thickness (μm) 59.3 ± 24.0 91.4 ± 1.3 
Average surface roughness (nm) Active layer 23.9 ± 8.9 50.5 ± 2.2 

Support layer 11.1 ± 1.6 20.4 ± 3.4 
Hydrophobicity (°) Active layer 50.0 ± 2.4 40.3 ± 2.4 

Support layer 58.1 ± 0.3 48.4 ± 0.7 
Water permeability (A) (LMH Bar-1) 0.821 8.818 
Solute permeability (B) (m s-1) 1.672 × 10-7 2.457 × 10-7 
Structure parameter (S) (μm) 477 ± 30 276 ± 13 

 172 

2.2. Model foulants 173 

The model foulants used for the fouling experiments consist of sodium alginate, colloidal silica, 174 

and gypsum scaling, which represent the primary constituents of the major inorganic and organic 175 

components in wastewater effluent or surface water. Sodium alginate was used as the organic 176 

foulant; it consists of polysaccharides, in the molecular weight range of 12–80 kDa and is 177 

negatively charged [41]. It was obtained in  powder form from Sigma–Aldrich, USA. Prior to 178 

introducing it into the feed solution (FS), 2 g/L of the sodium alginate stock solution was prepared 179 

by completely dissolving the powder in DI water for 24 h before keeping it at 4 °C. Colloidal silica 180 

(Snowtex ST-ZL) supplied by Nissan Chemical Industries, Tokyo, Japan, was used to represent 181 

the suspended colloidal matter. An average particle size of 139 nm was detailed by Bo et al. [42], 182 

for a colloidal suspension containing 40% w/w amorphous silica and 60% w/w water. The colloidal 183 

silica was stirred for 1 h to achieve complete dispersion before its use in the feed solution. With 184 
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regard to gypsum scaling experiments, stock solutions of 1 M CaCl2 and 1 M Na2SO4, were 185 

vigorously mixed for 24 h and then kept at 4 °C.  186 

 187 

2.3. Feed and draw solutions 188 

The FS used contained 10-mM NaCl for the baseline experiment and the fouling experiments. The 189 

concentration of foulants in the feed solution was fixed at 200 mg/L and 1,000 mg/L for alginate 190 

and silica, respectively whilst gypsum scaling was formed from 20-mM Na2SO4 and 20-mM CaCl2. 191 

The foulant concentrations were introduced either for single fouling or mixed fouling. To avoid the 192 

effect a changes in the total ionic strength (IS) on flux behavior, the total IS was maintained at 0.13 193 

M . To achieve this in the short-term operation (section 2.5) a fresh feed solution was prepared for 194 

each step of DS concentration.. In brief, the detailed compositions of the FS for the baseline 195 

experiment and fouling experiments are listed in Table 3. The FS pH was retained at 7.05 ± 0.03 196 

using either 0.1-M NaOH solution or 0.5-M HCl solution. The concentration range of the NaCl DS 197 

(0.25–3 M) was adjusted based on the experimental protocol of the short-term critical flux 198 

determination experiment (described in detail in section 2.5).  199 

Table 3. Components of feed solution for baseline and fouling experiments 200 

Foulants NaCl 
(mM) 

Silica 
colloid 
(mg/L) 

Alginate 
(mg/L) 

Na2SO4 
(mM) 

CaCl2 
(mM) 

IS Total 
(M) 

Baseline experiment 10 0 0 40 0 0.13 

Alginate  10 0 200 40 0 0.13 

Colloidal silica 10 1000 0 40 0 0.13 

Gypsum 10 0 0 20 20 0.13 

Alginate + Colloidal silica 10 1000 200 40 0 0.13 

Alginate + Gypsum 10 0 200 20 20 0.13 
IS: Ionic Strength 201 

2.4. Lab-scale FO system setup 202 
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Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the lab-scale FO system. The system was operated in the 203 

cross-flow mode for all experiments. An acrylic FO cell consisting of two rectangular channels 204 

with dimensions of 75 mm (length) × 25 mm (width) × 3 mm (height) and an effective filtration 205 

area of 1875 mm2, was used to evaluate water permeation. No spacer was used for both the feed 206 

and draw channels of the FO cell. A similar cross-flow velocity (CFV) of 6.66 cm/s using flow 207 

meters was maintained in both the feed and draw channels. Circulation in  counter-current mode 208 

was maintained using a magnetic drive gear pump (GAF-T23-DEMSE MICROPUMP Inc., USA). 209 

For the physical cleaning experiment, a high CFV of 13.32 cm/s was imposed on the feed side for 210 

30 min with DI water. Additionally, to check the maintenance of the FO mode, pressure gauges 211 

were installed in the DS and FS channels. The temperature was maintained at 23±1 oC for the FS 212 

and DS using a water bath. An electronic mass balance (GF-6100, A&D Company, Japan) was 213 

used to record the variation in the DS mass to enable the calculation of the water flux. 214 

 215 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of lab-scale FO system 216 

2.5. Short-term critical flux determination experiment 217 
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For a typical critical-flux determination experiment, a membrane was placed in the test cell and 218 

CFV adjustments of the DS and FS were made to reach the desired value of 6.66 cm/s. The DS and 219 

FS were prepared with the same volume of 2 L. A stabilization testing for 30 min was performed 220 

using DI water for both the FS and DS sides prior to the stepping experiments. Then DS 221 

concentrations of 0.25-, 0.5-, 1.0-, 1.5-, 2.0-, and 3.0-M NaCl were employed consecutively to 222 

conduct the DS concentration stepping method. Each test included  the baseline stage (without 223 

foulant) followed by the fouling stage. A difference between the two stages was the presence of 224 

foulants in the FS in the latter stage. To avoid the influence of excessive DS dilution and FS 225 

concentration, which may change the osmotic pressure, a stepping duration of 30 min was selected 226 

from the study of Zou et al. [43]. Consequently, in every minute only 0.17–0.68 mL (CTA 227 

membrane) and 0.29–1.26 mL (PA-TFC membrane) with respect to the DS concentration of 0.25–228 

3 M was permeated into 2 L of the DS; therefore such weak dilutions have a negligible effect. A 229 

membrane orientation with the active layer facing the FS (AL-FS) was applied throughout all tests. 230 

 231 

2.6. Long-term FO fouling experiment 232 

To check the reliability of the DS concentration stepping method for the critical-flux determination 233 

in the FO membrane, a long-term experiment was conducted to evaluate the influences of 234 

operational critical flux on the fouling behavior including fouling reversibility/irreversibility. From 235 

the critical flux value determined from the short-term experiments, operations above value, at this 236 

value, and below this value were investigated for various fouling scenarios for both the CTA and 237 

PA-TFC membranes (Table S-1). Similar to the short-term test, a FO test using DI water on both 238 

the DS and FS sides was conducted to stabilize the system for the 30 min prior to the baseline 239 

experiments. As FO flux reduction may also be influenced by factors other than fouling, such as 240 

the dilution of the DS, which occurs in the AL-FS of an FO membrane [44], the baseline tests 241 
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(where foulant was absent) were also performed as a control test. The fouling experiments were 242 

conducted by maintaining identical conditions of CFV, pH, and temperature corresponding to the 243 

baseline tests. In the presence of a foulant, a water flux decline was observed. This is primarily due 244 

to two factors: lower osmotic pressure due to dilution of DS and concentration of FS, and fouling 245 

[44]. The extent of fouling could be evaluated by comparing the water flux curve of a fouled 246 

membrane to the baseline which had similarly been influenced by dilution of DS and concentration 247 

of FS. For every foulant, the length of the tests was 10 h. A physical cleaning test (water flushing) 248 

was immediately performed for 30 min with an increased CFV value (as mentioned in section 2.3) 249 

prior to repeating a baseline experiment with a reduction to the initial CFV. Subsequently, flux 250 

recovery of the membrane was systematically evaluated to check for fouling reversibility, thereby 251 

enabling a determination of the critical flux for irreversibility. During the physical cleaning 252 

process, the feed was DI water, and the DS channel drained to ensure the absence of permeate flux 253 

through the membrane. 254 

 255 

2.7. Parameter determination  256 

2.7.1. Water flux 257 

In brief, the water flux was calculated based on the volume changes in the permeate as a function 258 

of time (mintue by minute), which was adopted from the prior studies. The equation for water flux 259 

is as follows: 260 

 261 

                      𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡 =  1
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚

∆𝑉𝑉
∆𝑡𝑡

     (1) 262 

 263 
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where Jt is the water flux (LMH) at time t, Am is the effective membrane area (m2, 0.001875 m2 in 264 

the current study), V is the volume of collected permeate (L), and t is the time for collecting the 265 

permeate (h).  266 

 267 

2.7.2. Quantification of water flux decline for long-term experiments 268 

To evaluate the water flux decline caused by the effect of dilution or fouling, the percentage of flux 269 

decline was considered to access the long-term operation. In the baseline experiment, a water flux 270 

decline due to the effect of concentrating the FS and DS dilutions [44], which led to the loss of 271 

osmotic driving force across the membrane is presented as follows: 272 

% flux decline in baseline test= (1- Jwb/Jwbo) x 100%    (2) 273 

 274 

where Jwb/Jwbo is a normalized flux of the baseline experiment; Jwb is the final flux of the baseline 275 

experiment (LMH); Jwbo is the initial flux of baseline experiment (LMH). 276 

Meanwhile, a flux decline was induced simultaneously by the effect of dilution and the occurrence 277 

of fouling in the fouling experiment:  278 

 279 

% flux decline in fouling test= (1- Jwf/Jwfo) x 100%    (3) 280 

where Jwf/Jwfo, is a normalized flux of the fouling experiment; Jwf is the final flux of the fouling 281 

experiment (LMH); Jwfo is the initial flux of the fouling experiment (LMH) 282 

 283 

 284 

 285 

2.7.3. Fouling reversibility 286 
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The reversibility of the fouling layer deposited on an active layer was determined using physical 287 

cleaning for 30 min with elevated CFV (twice the value used in the fouling experiment). The 288 

cleaning effectiveness is shown in the equation below: 289 

𝑅𝑅 (%) =  𝐽𝐽𝑐𝑐− 𝐽𝐽𝑎𝑎
𝐽𝐽𝑏𝑏− 𝐽𝐽𝑎𝑎

× 100     (4)  290 

where Ja is the water flux after the fouling experiment (LMH); Jb is the water flux before fouling 291 

(pristine membrane) (LMH); Jc is the water flux after physical cleaning (LMH). 292 

 293 

3. Results and discussion 294 

3.1. Critical flux determination using single foulant 295 

A comparison of the results from the baseline tests with those from single fouling tests is shown in 296 

Fig. 2. The DS concentration was gradually increased via stepping from 0.25 M to 3 M with a step 297 

interval of 30 min. The results allowed the determination of the critical flux behavior for an FO 298 

single foulant. Regarding the baseline experiments, the water flux increased as the DS 299 

concentration (and hence the osmotic driving force) was increased.   A stable flux was obtained in 300 

the baseline tests at various DS concentrations (0.25–2 M) for both the CTA and PA-TFC 301 

membranes. However for the 3-M DS, a slight water flux decline was observed under the baseline 302 

condition due to the combination of FS concentration and DS dilution; both lead to a loss of osmotic 303 

driving force across the membrane [44]. The water flux of PA-TFC is approximately two times 304 

higher than that of the CTA membrane, as shown in Fig. 2, despite having the same DS 305 

concentration. This is due to the PA-TFC membrane having a lower structural parameter and 306 

contact angle, and a much higher ‘A’ parameter (see Table 2). Subsequently, foulants such as 307 

alginate (200 mg/L), colloidal silica (1000 mg/L), and gypsum scaling (20 mM Na2SO4 and 20 308 

mM CaCl2) were added singularly into the FS. The variation of water flux upon fouling with single 309 

foulants is presented in Fig. 2.  310 
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 311 

 312 

Figure 2. Flux behavior of various single foulants: alginate (a, b), colloidal silica (c, d), gypsum 313 

scaling (e, f), for a range of DS-concentrations (0.25–3 M) for the CTA membrane (left) and PA-314 

TFC membrane (right) 315 

 316 

The degree of fouling can be evaluated by comparing the water flux curve of a fouled membrane 317 

to the baseline. It is noteworthy that the fouling rate at various single fouling scenarios was 318 
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gradually promoted as the DS concentration is increased, corresponding to elevated water flux. The 319 

increase in membrane fouling with a higher initial fluxcan be primarily attributed to the larger 320 

hydrodynamic drag force that enhances the foulant deposition onto the membrane [46] [44] [47]. 321 

With respect to alginate fouling (Fig. 2-a, b), the flux curves overlap with the baseline flux curves 322 

for DS concentrations of 0.25–1.5 M (flux: 2.7–12.5 LMH), and 0.25–0.5 M (flux: 8.3–12.8 LMH) 323 

for the CTA and PA-TFC membranes, respectively. Otherwise, the water flux started deviating 324 

from the baseline at higher DS concentrations of 2 M (CTA) and 1 M (PA-TFC), directly indicating 325 

a reduction in water flux at these conditions due to the addition of alginate. In some cases the water 326 

flux fouling flux did not decline although the initial flux in fouling was lower than that of the 327 

baseline. This same trend was observed in a study by Zou et al., [43],  who observed foulant 328 

deposition onto a membrane using direct microscopic observation.  329 

 330 

Fig. 2-c, d, e, f present the fouling trends of colloidal silica and of gypsum scaling with respect to 331 

each DS concentration (0.25–3 M). Similarly, an overlap between the fouling flux and baseline 332 

flux was observed for DS of 0.25–1.5 M for the CTA membrane, which shows the same trend as 333 

alginate fouling. We can assume that the CTA membrane is less sensitive to various single foulants 334 

when operating at a low or moderate initial flux. Meanwhile, for the PA-TFC membrane, this 335 

overlap only appeared at a low DS of 0.25 M. A deviation from the baseline flux was immediately 336 

recorded when operation at 1-M DS was started for both colloidal silica and gypsum scaling. 337 

Specifically, a steady upward trend in fouling of the colloidal silica and gypsum was observed with 338 

further increases in DS concentration. In particular the PA-TFC membrane was found to be more 339 

prone to fouling by a single foulant at an operation of moderate or high initial flux (28.0–39.0 340 

LMH). This agreed with the study of Yu et al. [49], who reported that severe fouling can occur 341 

even at moderate flux levels (25 LMH), especially for PA-TFC. Additionally, they reported that 342 
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for TFC membranes the surface roughness plays a more dominant role over surface hydrophilicity 343 

in membrane fouling [49]. Moreover, membrane surface morphology has been demonstrated as a 344 

factor that largely affects the foulant–membrane interaction [48]. Therefore, with a much rougher 345 

surface (data in Table 2) and a higher initial flux (Fig. 1), the fouling by a single foulant in the PA-346 

TFC membrane can be more significant, for a given DS concentration, compared to that with the 347 

CTA membrane. This result is also consistent with that of Mazlan et al. [30], who indicated a 348 

greater adhesion of foulant on the TFC active surface, which could be attributed to factors such as 349 

surface roughness, surface charge, surface chemical heterogeneity, and hydrodynamic effects. 350 

Finally we note that for the same flux of say 15.0 LMH the rate of fouling was similar for both 351 

membranes. 352 

 353 

Figure 3. Critical flux behaviors when various single foulants (◊) alginate, (□) colloidal silica, and 354 

(○) gypsum scaling) were tested in AL-FS orientation for (a) CTA membrane and (b) PA-TFC 355 

membrane. The fouling flux was plotted against the baseline flux, and data points below the line 356 

with 1:1 slope indicate the occurrence of flux decline due to fouling. 357 

 358 
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Based on the flux measurements, a precise determination of the critical flux values was made by 359 

plotting the fouling flux (at the end of each DS concentration step) against the corresponding 360 

baseline flux (Fig. 3). The line with a 1:1 slope denotes no fouling (i.e., fouling flux equals the 361 

corresponding baseline flux). Each foulant type has specific properties (i.e., alginate: transparent 362 

gel layer [31], colloidal silica: particulate [26] [50], gypsum: crystallization [51]), thus resulting in 363 

various forms of membrane interactions, leading to different fouling potentials on the FO 364 

membrane. When the FS contains only a single foulant, a mild fouling condition is induced but 365 

with a strong membrane dependence [49]. Membrane surface properties (surface roughness, caused 366 

by functional groups bonding) and hydrodynamic conditions (initial flux, cross-flow velocity) have 367 

been known to be vital factors for controlling membrane fouling [30]. Therefore, a distinct critical 368 

flux behavior between CTA and PA-TFC can be anticipated. As illustrated in Fig. 3-a, the critical 369 

flux behavior of the CTA membrane for alginate fouling was found to be within the range of 12.5–370 

15.9 LMH (critical DS 1.5–2 M). A critical flux value of 12.5 LMH (critical DS 1.5 M) was found 371 

for both the colloidal silica and gypsum scaling. Regarding PA-TFC, a higher critical flux was 372 

found for alginate compared to the other foulants, the value being 20.5 LMH (critical DS 1 M) 373 

compared to 12.8 LMH (critical DS 0.5 M). Interestingly, the critical flux values by the single 374 

foulants were higher for the PA-TFC membrane compared to those of the CTA membrane although 375 

previous studies have reported that PA-TFC has a more pronounced fouling propensity [49] [48] 376 

[30].  As noted in [32], the length of experiments can influence the determination of the critical 377 

flux values.  Thus to  refine the determination of critical values, an essential investigation into 378 

operational critical fluxes with long-term experiments was performed (in section 3.3.1).  379 

 380 

3.2. Critical flux determination using combined foulant 381 
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 382 

Figure 4. Flux behavior of various combined foulants (a, b) alginate + colloidal silica, (c, d) 383 

alginate + gypsum scaling with the DS-concentration step function (0.25–3 M) for CTA membrane 384 

(left) and PA-TFC membrane (right) 385 

 386 

In general, various foulant types are present in wastewater and surface water. Therefore an 387 

investigation of the critical flux behavior by combined fouling is necessary. Fig. 4 presents the flux 388 

behavior of various combined foulants (i.e., alginate + colloidal silica, and alginate + gypsum 389 

scaling) as the DS-concentration is increased step wise from 0.25 to 3 M both for CTA membrane 390 

(a, c) and PA-TFC membrane (b, d). Regarding the CTA membrane, at low DS concentrations of 391 

0.25–0.5 M (corresponding to low flux of 2.7–5.4 LMH), an entire overlap between the fouling 392 

flux and baseline flux was observed for the combined foulants (Fig. 4-a, c), indicating negligible 393 

fouling. In contrast, at DS concentrations of 1–3 M (flux range 9.0–17.8 LMH), fouling started to 394 
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appear as indicated by the fouling flux deviating from the baseline flux. This indicates that for the 395 

CTA membrane an effective control of combined fouling can only be achieved at an extremely low 396 

initial flux, which might be insufficient for economical application of FO membrane process. 397 

 398 

For the PA-TFC membrane, only DS of 0.25 M (corresponding to flux of 9.4 LMH) showed an 399 

overlap between the fouling flux and baseline flux (i.e., negligible fouling). When the DS was 400 

increased from 0.5 M to 3 M, fluxes in the range 12.8–39.0 LMH were found but there was 401 

deviation between the fouling flux and the baseline flux for DS concentration of 0.5 M upwards. 402 

The extent of fouling increased steadily with increased DS concentration. From Fig. 4, for each DS 403 

concentration it can be observed that clear deviation follows the following order: alginate + gypsum 404 

> alginate + colloidal silica.  Also PA-TFC > CTA and the reasons for this are primarily due to the 405 

higher initial flux [26] [50] [51] and rougher surface of the PA-TFC membrane (Table 2). The 406 

finding of a more complex fouling by alginate combined with gypsum accords with those of others 407 

[14] [49] [52]. Gu et al. [49] reported that severe fouling for PA-TFC at either moderate flux levels 408 

of around 25.0 LMH or with combined foulants. They mentioned that in addition to membrane–409 

foulant interaction, foulant–foulant interaction was important [49]. Moreover and more generally, 410 

previous studies have reported that a susceptibility to fouling occurs when the membrane surface 411 

becomes covered by fouling [44] [49] [52]. Consequently, further deposition is governed by 412 

interaction between the foulant cake layer and foulants in the FS [49].  413 
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 414 

 415 

Figure 5. Critical flux behaviors when various combinations of foulants: (◊) alginate + colloidal 416 

silica, (∆) alginate + gypsum scaling were tested in the AL-FS orientation for (a) CTA membrane 417 

and (b) PA-TFC membrane. The fouling flux was plotted against the baseline flux, and data points 418 

below the line with 1:1 slope indicate the occurrence of flux decline due to fouling. 419 

 420 

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the fouling flux is plotted against the corresponding baseline flux to 421 

determine the critical flux values for combined foulants. As mentioned above (section 3.1), the 422 

potential fouling on an FO membrane was different for each foulant type. However, when more 423 

than one type of foulant is present, the interaction among foulants can result in various changes 424 

such as physical changes in size and molecular weight and chemical changes e.g. charge and 425 

hydrophobicity [53] [41] [51] [52] [54]. Such changes explain the finding that the critical flux for 426 

the CTA membrane was just 5.2 LMH (corresponding to DS 0.5 M) for both combined fouling 427 

conditions. This value is to be compared to the finding that for single foulants the critical flux was 428 

between 12.5 and 15.9 LMH. The determination of the critical flux behavior of PA-TFC 429 

membranes under combined fouling conditions found that for alginate combined with colloidal 430 
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silica the critical flux was 12.8 LMH (corresponding to DS 0.5 M). Meanwhile, for alginate + 431 

gypsum the value is lower than 9.4 LMH (corresponding to DS < 0.25 M). Whilst a short-term test 432 

at a lower DS concentration was not performed, a DS concentration of 0.15 M was investigated in 433 

long-term test of alginate + gypsum fouling (in section 3.3.2)  434 

 435 

3.3. Membrane fouling behavior in long-term tests 436 

3.3.1 Single foulant 437 
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 438 

Figure 6. Water flux behavior as a function of time for various single foulants under three 439 

operational conditions: above critical flux, at critical flux, and below critical flux. Single fouling 440 

experiments:(a, b) alginate, (c, d) colloidal silica, (e, f) gypsum scaling for CTA membrane (left) 441 

and PA-TFC membrane (right). Jo x Jf/Jb is a normalized representation of the extent of membrane 442 

fouling. Jo represents the initial flux, Jf is the flux in the fouling test, Jb is the baseline flux. 443 
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According to the critical flux value obtained in the short-term test (in section 3.1), a long-term 444 

experiment of 10 h was performed to not only investigate the reliability of the DS concentration 445 

stepping method but also to determine the influence of the fluxes around these critical values on 446 

the fouling behavior. Fig. 6 shows the water flux decline as a function of time at various single 447 

foulants under operational critical fluxes (above critical flux, at critical flux, below critical flux). 448 

The desired DS concentration was changed based on the design shown in Table S-1. In the baseline 449 

experiments for both membranes (Fig. S-2), water flux flows from the feed to the draw side, 450 

inherently induces a simultaneous concentration of feed and dilution of the draw. A higher water 451 

flux reduction was caused by the larger dilution [44], which became severe in the PA-TFC 452 

membrane because of higher flux. For the CTA membrane, by comparing the water flux curve of 453 

a fouled membrane to the baseline (Jo x Jf/Jb is a normalized representation of the extent of 454 

membrane fouling), the extent of fouling could be evaluated for the various single foulants such as 455 

alginate, colloidal, and gypsum (Fig. 6- a, c, e and Fig S-2-a, c, e). An unstable flux (Fig. 6) and a 456 

flux reduction caused by fouling (Fig S-4) was observed above the critical flux, i.e., 3-M DS 457 

(alginate), 2-M DS (colloidal silica), 2-M DS (gypsum), whereas negligible or even no fouling 458 

occurred at the critical flux and below it. When operating below the critical flux, the flux decline 459 

appears to result only from the effect of draw dilution (Fig. S-4), which indicates less sensitivity to 460 

single fouling of the CTA membrane (as stated in section 3.1). These findings suggest the existence 461 

of critical fluxes (Jcrit) for single foulants and the CTA membrane as follows:  Jcrit ≈ 15.9 LMH 462 

(alginate), Jcrit ≈ 12.5 LMH (colloidal silica), Jcrit ≈ 12.5 LMH (gypsum). Obviously, a sustainable 463 

operation without fouling could be achieved by setting an appropriate flux (i.e., close to or below 464 

critical flux); this promotes the minimization of fouling of the CTA membrane by single foulants. 465 

 466 
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Regarding the PA-TFC membrane (Fig. 6-b, d, f and Fig S-2, b, d, f), fouling occurred above the 467 

critical flux being considerable for colloidal silica, moderate for gypsum and slight for alginate, 468 

with all being much greater compared to that with the CTA membrane. As mentioned in sections 469 

3.1 and 3.2, either a high initial flux or the properties of the membrane surface (i.e., much rougher, 470 

bonding of functional groups) was the primary reason of vulnerable fouling in the PA-TFC 471 

membrane. This finding accords with others for instance, Mi et al. [55] demonstrated that surface 472 

roughness caused an increase in the adhesion force between the PA-TFC membrane and a colloidal 473 

silica gel layer. Kim et al. [56] also concluded that the structure of colloidal fouling was 474 

significantly dependent on the initial permeate flux, with the fouling transitioning from fluid-like 475 

to solid-like [57], thereby promoting excessive fouling [51]. According to previous studies, severe 476 

fouling with colloidal silica is to be expected and for the resultant flux decline to be magnified by 477 

the effect of cake enhanced-concentration polarization (CE-CP), thereby significantly increasing 478 

the overall FO flux decline [42] [26] [50] [28]. Meanwhile, gypsum scaling was accelerated 479 

because of a greater membrane surface roughness [58] [59] and the rich presence of the carboxylic 480 

group (-COO-), which could interact with the Ca2+ ions to form a complex foulant [51] [59]. 481 

Additionally, the role of the initial flux was also pronounced in the gypsum scaling behavior, i.e., 482 

more than 50% water flux decline was recorded when the initial flux was increased from 10 LMH 483 

to 25 LMH with PA-TFC [51]. Other previous studies have indicated that a dominant 484 

heterogeneous crystallization occurs in gypsum scaling on PA-TFC, thus causing a much larger 485 

degree of fouling than that with a CTA membrane [51] [29]. Fig. 6 and Fig. S-4 show that the 486 

considerable flux decrease via fouling began to appear with colloidal silica foulant, when operating 487 

above the critical flux condition. Contrastingly just a minor degree of fouling and a sustainable flux 488 

were observed close to or below the critical values. When there is an acceptable minor degree of 489 

fouling it has been suggested that the term threshold flux be used  and it can be defined as the flux 490 
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at or below which low fouling occurs but above which the fouling rate increases significantly [25].  491 

However this distinction is not made here. With single foulants and the PA-TFC membrane, 492 

operation is super-critical at a higher flux of 20.0 LMH, but fouling control could be successfully 493 

achieved by operation at the following values: Jcrit ≈20.5 LMH (alginate), Jcrit ≈ 12.8 LMH 494 

(colloidal silica), Jcrit ≈ 12.8 LMH (gypsum).  495 

 496 

3.3.2 Combined foulant 497 

Fig. 7 depicts the water flux behavior as a function of time for various combined foulants under at 498 

fluxes above critical flux, at critical flux, and below critical flux. The corresponding DS 499 

concentrations are given in Table S-1. As discussed in section 3.2, the presence of colloidal silica 500 

or gypsum partially contributed to the formation of a complex foulant layer, causing a more severe 501 

fouling. For example, the study of Motsa et al. [41] demonstrated that the significant flux loss of 502 

the CTA membrane in combined fouling (i.e., alginate + colloidal silica) was due to the hydraulic 503 

resistance of a gel layer that hindered back diffusion of the colloid and gave rise to CE-CP. Their 504 

experiments were operated with an initial flux of 15.8 LMH (i.e., DS 3.5 M). In addition, the 505 

synergistic effect of combined fouling (i.e., alginate + gypsum) was investigated at an initial flux 506 

of 17.6 LMH (DS 4 M), in which accelerated gypsum scaling due to CE-CP has been reported for 507 

a CTA membrane [14]. Liu et al. [52] found that alginate molecules could act as nuclei for gypsum 508 

crystal growth, thus considerably increasing the gypsum crystal size and aggravating their 509 

deposition onto a CTA membrane; their experiments were operated with an initial flux of 16.2 510 

LMH. However, in the current study with the CTA membrane, combined fouling (i.e., alginate + 511 

gypsum) only a slight flux decline above the critical flux was observed. This is due to a lower initial 512 

flux (operation was at 9.0 LMH corresponding to DS 1 M) and a lower Ca2+ concentration (i.e., 513 

20-mM Na2SO4 and 20-mM CaCl2 was used in this study).  In previous studies the initial fluxes 514 
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were 16.2–17.6 LMH and Ca2+ concentration was higher owing to the use of 20-mM Na2SO4 and 515 

35-mM CaCl2 [14] [52]. Meanwhile in the present study sustainable fluxes were found at the 516 

critical flux and below the critical flux (i.e., DS 0.5 M and DS 0.25 M) (Fig. 7-a, c). Clearly with 517 

respect to the CTA membrane, control of combined fouling can be achieved by selection of an 518 

appropriate DS concentration; a lower DS concentration gives a lower initial flux.  519 

 520 

 521 

Figure 7. Water flux behavior as a function of time for combined foulants under three operational 522 

conditions: above critical flux, at critical flux, and below critical flux. (a, b) alginate + colloidal 523 

silica, (c, d) alginate + gypsum scaling for CTA membrane (left) and PA-TFC membrane (right). 524 

Jo x Jf/Jb is a normalized representation of the extent of membrane fouling. Jo represents the initial 525 

flux, Jf is the flux in the fouling test and Jb is the flux in the baseline test. 526 
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 527 

Above the critical flux the water flux declined dramatically after 10 h of operation, indicating 528 

significant fouling (Fig. 7-b, d and Fig S-3-b, d). However, a negligible fouling of PA-TFC was 529 

observed below the critical flux for both combinations of mixed foulants, resulting in a sustainable 530 

flux. The critical flux values for the combined foulants were different being Jcrit ≈ 12.8 LMH for 531 

alginate + colloidal silica and Jcrit ≈ 8.3 LMH for alginate + gypsum. Clearly, for the PA-TFC 532 

membrane fouling control with alginate + gypsum is more difficult than that of alginate with 533 

colloidal silica. As discussed in section 3.1, for single gypsum fouling, the presence of a rich 534 

carboxylic group (-COO-) in PA-TFC [37] could interact with the Ca2+ ions to generate a 535 

homogeneous crystallization [52]; this being an example of adverse membrane–foulant interaction. 536 

Moreover, this fouling becomes more severe in the presence of alginate (i.e., a large number of 537 

negatively charged carboxylate (-COO-)). A more complex matrix with the calcium ion of gypsum 538 

is created which increases the crystal size[14]; this being an example of adverse foulant–foulant 539 

interaction. A summary of critical flux values is given in Table 4. 540 

 541 

 542 

 543 

 544 

 545 

 546 

 547 

Table 4. Critical flux values for fouling (LMH)  548 

Foulants 
Critical Flux for fouling (Jcrit) 

CTA PA-TFC 
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Single foulant   

Alginate  15.9 20.5 

Colloidal silica 12.5 12.8 

Gypsum 12.5 12.8 

Combined foulants   

Alginate + gypsum 5.4 8.3 

Alginate + colloidal silica 5.4 12.8 

Note: The critical values above are specific for the FO membrane process with the conditions: i) 549 

FO mode (AL-FS), ii) Feed and draw flow rate of 300 mL/min (equivalent CFV of 6.66 cm/s), iii) 550 

Foulant concentration: 200 mg/L alginate, 1000 mg/L colloidal silica, gypsum scaling (20 mM 551 

Na2SO4 and 20 mM CaCl2) and iv) determination after flux stepping with a step interval of 30mins.  552 

 553 

3.3.3 Fouling reversibility and critical flux for reversibility 554 

Distinguishing between reversible and irreversible fouling is a vital to a proper assessment of the 555 

fouling propensity of a FO membrane as well as to the potential recovery of water flux. Therefore, 556 

in the current study when fouling had occurred, membrane flushing was performed for 30 min after 557 

the fouling test to assess the degree of fouling reversibility . The results enabled us to establish the 558 

critical flux for reversibility (Jci). Fig. 8 shows the water flux recovered after the physical cleaning 559 

of membranes fouled in the single foulant studies; there aresome blanks were the test was not 560 

performed because there had been no fouling. In detail, the normalized flux after fouling showed 561 

an increasing trend as the DS concentration decreased (i.e., lower initial flux), for both membranes 562 

and three single foulants. As discussed in section 3.1, factors such as the initial flux, foulant type, 563 

and membrane type led to a different impact on the membrane fouling propensity.  564 

 565 
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Regarding alginate fouling (Fig. 8-a), PA-TFC showed a higher fouling rate than the CTA 566 

membrane above critical flux conditions because of a higher initial flux. Nevertheless, we noticed 567 

that the flux recovered by physical cleaning appear to be the same for both membranes, with 568 

recoveries of 95%. It is likely that the fouling by alginate could be readily reversible, which was 569 

successfully demonstrated in previous studies with the CTA membrane [14] [31] [26] [27] and PA-570 

TFC membrane [11]. Interestingly, 98-100% recovery of water flux was recorded at close to and 571 

below the critical flux i.e. 12.8 LMH (DS 0.5 M) for the PA-TFC membrane and at above critical 572 

flux i.e. 15.9 LMH (DS 3 M) for CTA membrane; thus, they do accord with the critical flux for 573 

reversibility [32]. As stated in section 3.1, although PA-TFC still exhibited a slight fouling with 574 

alginate below the critical flux (Fig. S-4, b), this fouling could be completely restored (Fig. 7-a). 575 

Obviously, an appropriate operation (i.e., close to or below critical flux) could help minimize the 576 

alginate fouling of PA-TFC membranes and promote fouling reversibility. A lower DS 577 

concentration was set to meet the operational critical flux conditions in colloidal silica fouling (Fig. 578 

8-b). As mentioned in section 3.3.1, in operation above the critical flux, colloidal silica showed a 579 

more noticeable fouling tendency than alginate despite operation being at a lower initial flux (lower 580 

DS concentration) (Fig. 6). This was particularly noticeable with the PA-TFC membrane, which 581 

reached a low normalized flux of 0.55 after the formation of the fouling layer (Fig. 7-b). In addition, 582 

a low cleaning effectiveness was found for PA-TFC (i.e., 50%) indicating that with colloidal silica 583 

fouling this membrane gave poor recovery when starting above the critical flux (i.e., 20.5 LMH). 584 

This trend is consistent with the study of Xie et al. [53], who showed the effect of initial flux on 585 

the recovery of a TFC membrane subject to colloidal fouling  (e.g., a flux of 20 LMH corresponded 586 

to a low recovery of 30%). However, for both membranes, a better recovery after colloidal silica 587 

fouling was obtained after operation at critical flux i.e. at 12.5 LMH (CTA) and 12.8 LMH (PA-588 

TFC), and below critical flux condition i.e. at 8.3 LMH (PA-TFC). For the former and latter, high 589 
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values of 94% and 100% recovery respectively were found (Fig. 7-b). The study of Mi et al. [55] 590 

indicated that the surface roughness of PA-TFC played an important role in increasing the 591 

membrane–silica interaction, thus significantly decreasing the water flux recovery. However, in 592 

this study, it is noteworthy that PA-TFC exhibited a completely reversible fouling (roughly 100% 593 

recovery) when operating below the critical flux i.e., at 8.3 LMH (DS 0.25 M). Regarding gypsum 594 

scaling, it can be remarked that the physical cleaning appears to be more efficient after gypsum 595 

fouling of the CTA membrane with a high value of 97% recovery for operation above critical flux 596 

i.e. 15.9 LMH (DS 2.0 M). For the PA-TFC membrane similar recovery (98%) was found at the 597 

critical flux condition i.e. 12.8 LMH (DS 0.5 M). In summary, after fouling with single foulants 598 

membrane permeability could be well recovered by simple physical cleaning. Consequently this 599 

mode may offer the extraordinary advantage of significantly reducing or even eliminating chemical 600 

cleaning. The concept of critical flux for reversibility (Jci) was defined by Bachin et al. [34] as “the 601 

permeate flux above which a multi-layer of irreversible fouling occurs”. This accords with the 602 

results above and thus shows the existence of a critical flux for reversibility for both FO membranes 603 

tested. The Jci results for the CTA and PA-TFC membranes are summarised in Table 5.  604 

 605 

 606 
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 607 

Figure 8. Water flux recovery after physical cleaning of membranes fouled by various single 608 

foulants: (a) alginate, (b) colloidal silica, (c) gypsum scaling at various operational fluxes (above 609 

critical flux, critical flux, below critical flux). Flux recovery was calculated from water 610 

permeability measuremnts taken between 15 min and 30 min after the physical cleaning step. 611 

Blanks exist where no fouling was observed during the fouling tests. (Alginate: CTA- DS 2M (at 612 

critical flux), 1.5 M (below critical flux); Colloidal silica: CTA-DS 1M (below critical flux); 613 

Gypsum: CTA- DS 1.5M (at critical flux), 1M (below critical flux) and PA-TFC- DS 0.25 M 614 

(below critical flux)). 615 

 616 

An investigation of fouling reversibility by combined foulants is presented in Fig. 9. With the PA-617 

TFC membrane both combined foulants caused significant decline in water flux over 10 h of 618 

operation for all conditions used  (Fig. 8-a, b).  In contrast the CTA membrane showed no flux 619 

decline over 10 h of operation in half of the cases.  For the others a moderate reduction in water 620 

flux occurred  with the normalized flux being 0.71 (above critical flux) and 0.8 (at critical flux) for 621 

alginate + colloidal silica, and 0.73 (above critical flux) for alginate + gypsum. The lower 622 

susceptibility of the CTA membrane to fouling is attributed, in part, to the relatively lower initial 623 

flux. Additionally the cleaning process depends on various factors such as the foulant-foulant 624 
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interaction and foulant-membrane interaction which is influenced by surface roughness, 625 

hydrophilicity and bonding to functional groups [60]. Regarding the CTA membrane, Liu et al. [8] 626 

reported that after combined fouling by alginate + gypsum the water flux only recovered to 627 

approximately 80%; their experiments were operated at a flux of 17.6 LMH (DS 4 M) with 20 628 

Na2SO4 mM and 35 CaCl2 mM. However, in the current study, with 20 Na2SO4 mM and 20 CaCl2 629 

mM (e.g., gypsum scaling)and at a lower flux of 9.0 LMH (DS 1 M) the CTA membrane exhibited 630 

a high water flux recovery of 93%. This shows that the initial flux and concentration of Ca2+ ions 631 

are critical in determining flux recovery for this combined foulant. 632 

 633 

Another one, Kim et al. [27] observed that fouling reversibility with alginate + colloidal silica was 634 

only 93% compared to complete flux recovery (i.e., 100%) for single foulants. Their operations 635 

were at identical initial fluxes of 25.3 LMH (DS 5 M) with IS =50 mM and pH=7. Meanwhile, the 636 

current study indicated that full restoration of water flux was obtained when operating close to 637 

critical flux i.e. at 5.4 LMH (DS 0.5 M). From the results (Fig 9), the critical flux for reversibility 638 

for the CTA membrane could also be identified.  A summary is given in Table 5. 639 

 640 

Figure 9. Water flux recovery after physical cleaning of membranes fouled by various combined 641 

foulants: (a) alginate + colloidal silica, (b) alginate + gypsum scaling under operational critical flux 642 

(above critical flux, critical flux, below critical flux). Water permeating between 15 min and 30 643 
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min after the physical cleaning step is used for the calculation of flux recovery. Blanks exist where 644 

no fouling was observed during the fouling tests. 645 

 646 

As shown in Fig. 9-a, b the results for the PA-TFC membrane are significantly different with the 647 

water flux declining after 10 h to normalized fluxes of circa 0.6. After combined fouling by alginate 648 

+ colloidal silica full reversibility was not exhibited with the water flux recovery being around 96% 649 

at operation below the supposed critical flux i.e. at 8.3 LMH (DS 0.25 M) and approximately 92% 650 

for operation at the supposed critical flux i.e. at 12.8 LMH (DS 0.5 M). For the other combined 651 

foulants, 100% recovery was found at operation below critical flux values of 2.3 LMH (DS 0.15 652 

M). For the PA-TFC membrane, the complete set of critical flux for reversibility is summarized in 653 

Table 5. 654 

 655 

 656 

Table 5. Critical flux values for fouling reversibility (LMH)  657 

Foulants 
Critical Flux for fouling reversibility (Jci) 

CTA PA-TFC 

Single foulant   

Alginate  < 15.9  12.8 

Colloidal silica < 12.5  8.3 

Gypsum < 15.9  < 12.8 

Combined foulants   

Alginate + gypsum < 9.0 2.3  

Alginate + colloidal silica 5.4 < 8.3 
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Note: The values above are  specific for the FO membrane process with the conditions: i) FO mode 658 

(AL-FS), ii) Feed and draw flow rate of 300 mL/min (equivalent CFV of 6.66 cm/s), iii) Foulant 659 

concentration: 200 mg/L alginate, 1000 mg/L colloidal silica, gypsum scaling (20 mM Na2SO4 and 660 

20 mM CaCl2), and iv) determination after fouling for 10 h followed by evaluation of fouling 661 

reversibility after a 30 min physical clean.  662 

 663 

4. Conclusions 664 

First, the existence of critical fluxes in an FO process (CTA and PA-TFC membranes with three 665 

single separate foulants) was demonstrated through a reliable stepping method (DS concentration 666 

stepping) in conjunction with water flux measurements in short-term experiments. The critical flux 667 

behavior in the FO processes was evidently affected by the foulant type and the membrane type. 668 

PA-TFC membrane outperformed the CTA membrane in terms of critical flux, which suggests that 669 

the former might be favored for practical applications. The critical flux values determined by flux 670 

stepping ranged from 5.4 to 20.5 LMH (dependent upon membrane-foulant combination) and these 671 

would be adequate for applications in certain FO processes. Finally, 98-100% restoration of water 672 

flux was achieved with the PA-TFC membrane at an operation either close to critical flux or below 673 

critical flux (i.e., with negligible irreversible fouling), except for the combination of alginate and 674 

colloidal silica. This study has confirmed that plant operation below the critical flux (which has 675 

also been referred to as sustainable flux or sub-critical operation) is vital for the minimization of 676 

chemical cleaning.   677 
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